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AN OPEN LETTER

21 DecemberZALS

Another flight over the OAC's nest
Salient information encapsulated in available formal documents regarding domestic OAC legal
wrangles over the past five years, seems to suggest that it is time again to revisit what The Forum
agd several 'significant others' in the Church resolutely maintain

-

quo vadis (where to| OAC?

Whose monies and immovable assets is it anyway? This paper is the first in a series homing in on
documental evidente about what is primarily at issue in the OAC {Old Apostolic Church} in the
Western Cape.

Best interests

What constitutes the best interests of the OAC? Or, 'best benefit', as OAC executives apparently
prefer to coin it?
That seems to be the pertinent question, as it becomes clear from documental evidence that Head
Office (paid employees of the Church) seem to have a rather_peculiar view of this issue.
Long after the various personalities who featured in the OAC

admin saga of the last five years have
faded into oblivion, the issues {if still unattended by then) raised by'The Forum and the many
'significant others' in the church will remain topical and in need of redress. And even though the
relevant whistleblower had been bumped off, the festering dilemma for the current OAC leadership
is to deal with the contents of the Pandora's Box of the OAC Head Office that were spilt onto the
public stage during this development. Members/congregations have an inalienable right to know
what happened in their church - warts and all, No rnatter how long after it occurred. There is no
smoke without a fire.
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The proverbial genie has slipped out of the OAC bott{e and no amount of damage controf, panel
beating or burying of the corpses is going to make things go away. And the more a particular rogue
website (probably a 'hired gun' or maybe even the OAC's own 'Dirty Tricks Department') is seen to
be protesting too much and vilifying The Forum and the 'significant others', the more imperative it
becomes for members/congregations to insist on having a forensic audit of all the allegations that
were levelled against top management. And although the blogger claims to be a non-apostolic, it
seems just impossible

for him to hide the uncanny OAC petticoat he has on. The OAC must deal with
its peculiar past first, if it has any wish to prosper hencefonh.
Checks and balances

to suggest that the fevered titans (toB management) of the
especially in the Western Cape, h?ve feet of clay and are also prone to occasional outbreaks of

Relevant documental evidence seerns
OAC,

- 'foot and mouth' disease. The requisite checks and
in the form of , inter alia, an independent supervising authority where

the dreaded curse associated with cattle herds

balances

members/congregations (the real church) are directly represented, are absent. They (top
managemen$ seem to be, and often act like, a law unto themselves - no accountability, no credible
structures for recourse by the aggrieved.

to be no better time than now to retrace some of the footsteps of the
apparent administrative folly, if not malice, perpetrated by a group of church officers who do not
Consequently, there seems

appear to have the best interests at heart of an institution which has the potential to ernerge as one

of the great social movements in the world of today.
Excluded

At the end of the year 2015, there is no doubt that the best interests of the OAC can only begin to be
served after the current church constitution has been reformed, so as to rid the Church of its pre1994 socio-political handicap. The OAC administration has apartheid baggage which still has
dealt with.

to

be

(

ln terms of the current

OAC constitution, members/congregations (the real OAC/Church) are
deliberately excluded from the decision-making processes and oversight responsibilities in their
own church. No direct representation by them at the various levels of administrative authority- No

veto right whatsoever. No authority at congregational level, nor locally elected structures to cater
for 'own/domestic affairs'. lnstead, all {real) power and the final say are exclusively concentrated in
the hands of a small elite of salaried senior officers at the head office, who also have the divine
privilege of inter alia determining and writing out their own pay cheques bxthe hard earned tithes
garnered from members (and unpaid officers) by way of statutory (and ostensibly spiritually
induced) command.

Ns mandate

The closest a congrbgation comes

to representation at Head Office meetings is through their

responsible Elder, who is no elected representatfve of theirs but foisted upon them by Head Office

-

he therefore primarily serves the interests of Head Office, has no mandate from the people
(members) and for obvious reasons too scared to stand up to his 'masters'. The OAC is one of the
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largest land barons of church property in the country, as well as being a multi-billfon rand financial
empire

it may he stated here categorically that the best interests of the OAC are not being
served by the current leadership at Head Office. ln fact, by their inaction (silence) the Apostolate
seems to concur with the irnmature and provocative assessment by the weird blogger {referred to
Consequently,

earlier) that there is no constitutional crisis in the OAC. There seems to be nothing wrong in the OAC
and therefore no reform is required. As long as the OAC Head Office sees no need to publicly
distance itself from the operations of and statements by the relevant website, it seems fair to
assume that the website is either a prory for the Church,

or it might even be a OAC 'Difi Tricks

Department' masquerading as this website, which also comes across as a self-appointed pompous
arbiter for all matters apostolic in the world today. Either way, the OAC ends up as the real loser and a pitiful one at that. By the way, the blogger's obvious deficiency as far as the necessary
decorum is concerned, should be even more cause for Head Office to dissociate from him. With
friends like him, Head Office need not worry about a more lethal enemy coming from outside.
OAC deserves better

The perusal of formal papers reflecting statements (and some under oath) by top executives of the
OAC regarding serious transactions, tend to depict a succinct profile of the calibre and expertise of
the managers in the church who, according to the current church constitution, seem to wield sole
and uncontested administrative power- At best, the OAC seerns like a church primarily designed for

officers, while members/congregations merely serve as the milk cows {tithes} and the pliable
masses.

Pagihg through the same documents, also unmistakably reveals that the OAC management is not

endowed with the best human material/minds in the business. Judging by their performance under
intense scrutiny, The Forum has no hesitation proclaiming and demanding that "the OAC deserves

better". And, looking at the remuneration packages in question, it would not be out of place if the
French Bastille Day chant were to be repeated here: "off with their heads".
Myths
The current OAC constitution has over time seemed to have evolved into a "Frankenstein monste/',

which has eventually succeeded in holding also its creator {the church management} captive.
Carefully constructed firewalls not only obviate formal dialogue between Head Office and
members/congregations, but also tend to enhance the tivelihood of a culture of undemocratic rule
and unaccountability. OAC members/congregations must be among the least'informed communities
in the country as far as the administration of their own church is concerned.
Key among some of the myths that seem to obfuscate public opinion in the oAC:

t

There is no constitutionol crisis in the OAC, because the majority of members are not about

to revolt and they lovingly support the apostles of the Church. Balderdash!!! Apart from
being excluded from the admin mainstream in their own church, OAC
nrbmberVcongregations are overwhelmingly still trapped in the three finite racial worlds

created by apartheid. lf the'white'component is contented with the status quo, top
management had better start paying attention to what is (disparagingly, but not
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unexpectedly) being said and whispered in the non-white enclaves of the OAC. The naked
truth is that there is in fact a constitutional crisis in the OAC, because there already exists q
stalemate as far as real dialogue between the head and the body is concerned. The OAC is
sitting on a time bomb, What might at this stage still look like the proverbial light at the end

of the tunnel, is actually the light of an oncoming freight train - the OACs constitutional
nightmare. The question is: ore we going ta wsit for the train smash snd then try to moke
omends? The dignity and intellect of OAC members should be respected, as they are an
integral part of the voting South African public who are getting more streetwise by the day
as far as perceptions and choices are concerned. However, serving the best interests of the
church primarily calls for pre-emptive action in the form of bold and visionary leadership in
this regard.

Constitutional reform in the OAC is essentially about a re-alignment of the balance of
powers among congregations, head office and the highest representative body in the church
where congregations are directly represented - implying, the curtailment of much of the
extraordinary admin powers arbitrarily concentrated in the hands of a few apostles in terms
of the current constitutional dispensation.
There is no fraud, corruption, nepotism or rocism in the OAC, as the majority of apostles are

not white and the white apostles are not in control of the church. Although white
incumbents comprise a minority, all the command positions (highest paying jobs) in top
management are held by them, thereby perpetuating the portrayal of the official face of the
OAC as a white church. The official white face also extends

to the all the cosy overseas
assignments (visits which could curiously be construed as possible lavish all expenses paid
annual excursions for the lucky couples to see their expatriate families and friends again)
reserved exclusively for white apostles, with no prospect of black incumbents alternating,
even on a temporary basis. What's new - white privilege, the proverbial endemic South
African political malignant tumour, all over again? What stops anyone from viewing these
annual overseas business trips also as veiled all expenses paid jaunts? Does the accounts
department observe the required moral ethics when vetting the official and private details

on the travel bills? How about ordaining officers resident overseas as apostles? Do the
relevant sealing totals justify this insular approach to pursuing the Apostle doctrine, as well
as the cost involved?

The other alleged admin irregularities referred

to in the broader discourse, will

be

substantiated elsewhere in this document.

There had been no court action involving the AAC and that *ie Oirr"nting voices are
invariably those of disgruntled former officers who have been defrocked for having violated
the Code of Conduct they signed when they were ordained. Given the current constitutional
morass of the OAC and the ultra-conservative socio-political disposition of most members of
top management, violation of the Code and recourse by the affected become highly
contentious issues which are open to interpretation- Court records of cases and statements
made under oath by executive OAC officers in the above regard are sufficient proof of an
indelible OAC footprint in South African courts of law over the last ten years.
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There is also no guarantee that the OAC will not be tak€n to court again in future, and
neither is there a guarantee that there will always be an uncapped OAC budget for lawyers'
fees to protect Head Office executives (paid OAC employees) willy-nilly against loyal
supporters of their employer.
lncidentally, the OAC is no stranger to appearances in South African courts of law. ln fact, it
was a landmark ruling by the Witwatersrand Supreme Court in 1926 which formally gave

birth to the Old Apostolic Church - its name and the right to official existence.
Therefore, myths and apparent attempts at willful deception by elements who try to silence a
legitimate protest vote {or a voice of reason) within the OAC, are no asset to the greater good of a
church that has the potential to fundamentally impact the global religious discourse in this century.
Whistleblowers
For decades

it was almost impossible to establish what was happening to the millions of tax free

monies the OAC was receiving on a monthly basis. However, The Forum reliably learnt some time
ago that an ex-employee of the OAC Western Cape Head Office furnished a fellow member (who is
also an attorney) with certain information alluding to alleged financial irregularities. ln turn, the
member lodged a formal complaint with the Apostolate, the highest OAC authority in South Africa.
The gist of

the complaint comprised allegations of racism, fraud and corruption.

lnstead of engaging

with the member, the Apostolate gave a bald reply that everything in church was above board and
informed the member that a top law firm in Gauteng would henceforth correspond with the
member. However, unbeknown to the member, as well as fellow members of the OAC, the
Apostolate appointed a sub- committee consisting of five apostles, which included the Chairman and
the Secretary from Gauteng, to conduct an investigation into the OAC Western Cape. And when the
member in question proceeded with a formal criminal charge against the relevant church officials,
the investigation and subsequent hearing was apparently sabotaged by OAC officers who {unduly)
succeeded in securing from classified official files the contents of the member's formal submission.
What followed was a disciplinary hearing for the Apostle: Head of Administration and the District
Secretary of the Western Cape; a financial audit rnandated by the Apostolate; a visit to the
member's house by two of the Apostles of the Western Cape apparently to discuss settlement; an
undertaking that the member could have access to financial information (which was later withdrawn
once the Apostolate realized the detailed nature of the information requested by the member);
repeated requests for further meetings (with member) by the Apostle and District Secretary which
were consequently declined by the rnember- These {declined) requests repo-rtedly came in response

to further correspondence by the member

regarding the"alleged financial irregularities

at

Head

Office.

This whistleblowing incident primarily triggered much of the legal wrangling the Western Cape
Regional Office of the OAC had been embroiled in over the last five years and which generated much
of the formal documentation that became available- lronically, the very same Apostle: Head of
Administration who was the subject of investigation by the abovementioned Sub-Committee of
Apostles, is now the current Chairman of the Apostolate. The findings of the Sub-Committee have
yet to be disclosed to the employer of the apostles, the OAC (the church)- Quo vadis, Head Office?
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Whereas the whistleblower had since been dismissed from OAC employment, the issues that were

raised undoubtedly cast a long and abiding shadow over the administration of the OAC and the
approach to governance by an unelected {and undemocratically inclined) top management.

The alleged irregularities which members/congregations {the real church and employer of salaried
officers) have yet to be apprised ol inter alia, briefly relate to the following:

r

Church officials at head office occupying church properties in affluent areas and then
purchasing same (no public tender) at far below market value. Of great concern is the
difficulty senior management had explaining and defending (under oath) the credibility of
some of the modalities of the sale transactions. The transactions were clearly not in the
best interest of the Church - properties were' later resold on the open market at
considerably higher prices, with lucrative profits accruing to the sellers.

r

Construction of church halls by a contractor whose tender documents were not in order. He

r

also did extensive renovations at the District Secreta4/s residence. The tender process
needs to be revisited.
District Accountant (the son of a former Apostle: Head of Adrninistration), whose wife was
given an exclusive tender to manufacture curtains for church halls in the Western Cape.

r
o

i.

Tenders awarded to church officers serving on various committees at Head Office.

An ex-employee at the Western Cape Head Office embezzled an amount exceeding R500
000 over a period of twelve months without being detected by Management or the
Accountants. Apparently the theft was only uncovered when a bank official ealled to
establish whether the employee was a senior official and allowed to transfer funds from the
church bank accounts into the relevant employee's personal account.
Conflict of interest: Private business enterprises (closed corporations and allied business
enterprises owned by senior officers and relatives) with apparent close links to OAC
business operations, assets and funds. References inter alia to the District Secretary's wife
who owns a business in the heart of Cape Town's Central Business District, as well as a
closed corporation linked to the Apostle: Head of Administration and his son- The OACs own
pension fund, which apparently caters especially for top managemen! engaged the services
of a broker (OAC member and relative of one of the fund board members) ostensibly to
enhance the fortunes of the fund.

r

Questionable resolutions and transactions concerning the OAC Burial Society. Reference to a
multimillion rand assistance package to the Eastern Cape Region's burial society- Violation
of the burial society rules (for personal favour) by the District Secretary, who also happened
to be the Chairperson of the Society, was the subject of intense scrutiny during formal public

of these
developments since the OAC Constitution denies them the bendfit of direct representation.

inquiry. Memberslcongregations (contributors/stakeholders) were unaware

it

appears that Head Office has technically succeeded in surviving the relevant
court actions allied to the abovementioned issues, the fact of the matter is that the issues are still

And, even though

unresolved, tvtembei'sr/congregations have an inalienable right to be formally recognized in the
resolution of this unfinished business affecting them and the security of OAC assets and public funds.
Head Office and the Apostolate have yet to come clean with members/congregations about these
unsavou[ydevelopments, which had seriously dented (and continue to] the public image of the OAC.

Alarm bells

Why this obsession on the part of The Forum? Simply because the documents in question
corroborate much of what The Forum has been espousing for the past five years.
The best interests of members/congregations are clearly not being served by the current leadership.

The very sarne outfit which

doggedly seern

to endeavour to keep on

denying
members/congregations their legitimate seat at the conference table and a meaningful voice in the
management of their own church (as most other churches of similar size and import allow)And the bells are tolling:

r

for purpose among the current crop of executives at Head Office - competeney
levels, integrity, the required social decorum, as well as the lack of an independent
administrative oversight structure - need to be questioned. Procedures for the recruitment
Fitness

and appointment of key personnel ought to be revisited.

o

Lack

of an independent oversight

body where members/congregations are directly

represented in order to safeguard the assets of the OAC. Currently, the Apostolate seems to
be a law unto itself - policing itself and accountable to no one in the Church. Also no duly

contracted professional external auditors to guard over the management and financial
wellbeing of the OAC - incumbent auditors apparently often appear to be church officers
who have their own private auditing companies. Not to mention closed corporations and
allied enterprises apparently conveniently established and aligned to cash in on a OAC'gold

mine'. Schemes/plans

t
o

for the purchase of luxury vehicles also need to be reviewed - the
bling often seems to have a ringtone of its own, especially when the apostles come to callfor
divine service.

An apparent uncapped budget for high-powered lawyers to protect Head Office (salaried
executives) against any possible threat, as well as keeping in place an administrative system
which is not sustainable and also not serving the best interests of the OAC . For a labour
dispute and a disciplinary hearing, for example, the services of no less than six advocates of
note were engaged to defend Head Office against a former employee(s) with hardly any
money to their names. This merely confirms the longstanding plea by The Forum (and
significant others) for administrative reform in the OAC which would inter alia bring about
the establishment of competent in-house tribunals to deal with disciplinary and other
domestic issues, thereby obviating the apparent exorbitant lawyers' fees currently
dispensed so royally in their own defence by top management. There appear to be no
formal checks and balances in place to govern 'rampant' legal expenses.

What screams to high heaven in this saga is the fact that the atleged sleazy aetivities were
perpetrated witfiin a system where members/congregations (the church) are formally excluded from
the administration of their own church and a handfut of highly paid executives arbitrarily are the sole
custodians of the keys to the vault. Accountable only to themselves; and 'little' people who dare
blow the whistle, or stand up to them, get crushed mercilessly.
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Hostage
Again, reading through the salient documents, a concerned OAC member is constantly confronted by
the inescapable guestion: "lf the diary of a senior (executive) OAC pfficer seems to be consumed by

so much contentious {if not irregular at times} temporal detail, how in heaven's name

are

members/congregations suppose to take them seriously? Let alone respect!!! Can the thinking and
morally upright member {and some officers) be blamed for often doubting the sincerity and integrity

of the church management? More crudely put, OAC members/congregations seem to be held
hostage by a church leadership deliberately intent on invoking the spiritual realm whenever it sults
them, in order to survive temporally.
However, as in the case of most great empires in human history the OAC leadership seems to forget
that their children and grandchildren have gone to college and that they will ruthlessly deal with the

follies and sins of their fathers. ln 2015, a year when South African society are intensely busy
searching its soul as far as democracy is concerned, the OAC seem to being dismally failed by its
current leadership in this regard. An acute incidence of myopia, lack of perspective and foresight
seem to be the physician's diagnosis. The ugly part of this situation is that it seems to resemble an
open season for those who still hope to rake in the last of a proverbial 'quick bucr that might be
winking at them.
Probity
Constantly nagging an inquiring OAC mind, is also the burning question: to what extent {and how}
has the OAC as a religious institution become commercialized and so financially powerful, especially
over the last four decades? ln view of the fact that members,/congregations have been {and still are}
denled a meaningful say in the administration of their own church, as well as the fact that the church

constitution had been arbitrarily amended so many times to keep this system intact, questions
about probity and moral reetitude as far as top management is concerned cannot be discounted.
Church monies and assets are public/trust funds and as such subject to the relevant provisions of the
lncome Tax Act. More than two decades since 1994, OAC members/eongregations are still beholden

to a board of management that is not reflective of the democratic South Africa of today. Today, OAC
members/congregations (a non-white majority) are still subject to a dictatorial board of
management comprising apostles {head of admin} and district secretaries who are all white males
and apparently of no liberal socio-political persuasion. And they primarily decide what happens to
the millions of tax free monies that are collected monthly from members/eongregations here in
South Africa and abroad. They also hold directorships of the structures.relating to overseas OAC
assets. The nomination/appointment of auditors for the OAC books of account is also their
prerogative. The lack of the required degree of transparency in the management of OAC public
funds is therefore a major structural flaw in the administrative architecture of the 'mighty' OAC.
It is at best, therefore, a toxic situation which is not in the best int€rest of the OAC. lf it has worked
for top management until now, good luck; but, it cannot be the wave of the future because it is not
only unsustainable but also militates against fiduciary principles. Who safeguards the OAC against
the vagaries of corruption? There is an urgent need for serious introspection and discourse among
all stakeholders in the OAC to craft a new dispensation that would also provide an environment
conducive for sustained growth and development which is currently lacking in the Chureh.
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Members, who so faithfully and diligently bring their tithes, hav€ a right to know {and be fully
informed) what is happening in their church. Likewise, members of the Apostolate and their felloyv
brothers also have to make good {and demonstrably so) on their claim that they are the true
ambassadors for Christ.
ln-house inquiry
While the OAC, like all other churches, have a formidable (if not dominant) business component to
its anatomy, its members (and officers) are as a matter of cause and doctrine constantly implored to
focus solely on the spiritual side of life, thereby leaving the very 'chief shepherds of the flock' wholly

and unquestionably in charge of the cash register. And if an officer should dare to resiliently
question this regime, it would be the arbitrary end of his tenure in office. The poor member, of
course, is too petrified by the spectre of having to encounter a Head Office lawyer.

So, in 2015 and with the prospect of the statutory CRL Commission {Commission for Rights of
Cultural, Religious and Linguistic Communities) seeking to clean up the 'celestial' neighbourhood in
the country, is it not perhaps time to once again turn the spotlight onto the administration of the

to assess its credentials in this regard? Some of the content of the available documents
referred to in this letter, do not make for very flattering comment on this score. However, there is
always room for an in-house Commission of lnquiry into this part of the history of the OAC we have
the necessary human resources and professional expertise right here inside the OAC.

OAC

To the utter shame of the OAC, it has

to be publicly stated that the Church has retrogressed as far as
accommodating a more democratic approach to its administration is concerned. lt is no secret that
members/congregations had more access to church administration in the 1950's and 70's than

today. At that

stage they were ideally positioned for the next logical step - full/direct
representation at all levels in the church. However, immature (if not criminally inclined) leadership
saw the developments of the early 1970's as their chance to rig the administration into the
'administration monster' it is today - still stuck in an apartheid era bubble and way out of step with
the democracy wave that is currently cascading over the South African society of today- And to
achieve this, the church constitution has since Lg27 unilaterally and arbitrarily been
amended/changed seventeen {17) times by the ruling power clique without ever consulting with or
deferring to the consent of members/congregations {the real church and also their employer.).

the obvious propensity by top management these days to invariably invoke the potential
'forfeiture of saul salvatian'as the bogy man in an attempt to keep members/congregations at bay
and the OAC house in sync for the unfettered reign by a regime (apostolatg) that appears to have no
Hence,

wish to see the advent of a rnore democratic and sustainable approach to administration in the OAC.
As much

to blame

A people, it is often opined, usually get the governrnent they deserve.

However, as mucl'i as top management could be castigated for ostensibly dragging the
administration of the OAC to the edge of the precipice, members/congregations should equally be
blamed for allowing generations of lay preachers to get away with "proverbial murder" as far as
managinp the affairs of the Church is concerned.
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An astounding anomaly is the fact that the OAC top leadership cf today invariab{y comprise men
with no formal {nor informal} theological training at all, and .yet they command remuneration
packages which highly qualified counterparts of theirs in the rest of the mainstream religious world
can only dream about. ln addition, they are also accountable to no supervisory structure in this
regard in the OAC because it does not exist - they are thus the sole masters of their own pecuniary
destiny/heaven. And appear to be quite content with the status quo; even to the point where the
most ferocious practitioners in the legal fraternity of the secular world might be set upon {at church
expehse) anybody twithin the OAC) who dares to challenge their
relevant incumbents might be a useful instrument to introduce

'citadel'. A lifestyle audit of the

Members/congregations should never forget that the still unresolved obnoxious apartheid past of
the OAC is one of the lead causes of its 'administration doldrums' of today. lt will remain unresolved

until such time as the Apostolate decides to sit down with members/congregations (as equal
partners) in order to negotiate and develop a more democratic and sustainable administration
model for the church. Here is an opportunity for committed apostles and fourfold officers to rise up
and show some leadership in this regard. lt would be the right thing to do, simply because that is
what Jesus would have done if He were personally here in the flesh today.

Not inthe best interest
The glaring lack of a medium to long term perspective for matters OAC, when listening to the
discourse among senior OAC officers, is disturbing to say the least. lt does not serve the best
interests of the OAC. Currently, the administration is in the grip of a handful of old men (apostles)

who are

unilaterally trying to micro-manage the administration of the church
the entire South Africa and overseas. There is no second
generation of better qualified leaders (30 -50 years old) in place in a middle-management tier
{training ground} with a view to eventually taking the OAC to a rnore effective and sustainable
dispensation. Apostles essentially are supposed to provide spiritual guidance, dispense the holy
(members/congregations) across

sacraments and collect their pay cheques. And not hog the cash register.

The more effective and sustainable route would be a new constitutional order where the requisite
degree of authority has been devolved to congregations in order to drive 'own affairs', leaving the
hands of the regions and national head office relatively free to take care of 'general

affairs'. One of
the biggest challenges facing the current OAC leadership is to acknowledge and accept that 'own
affairs' has to be one the key pillars of any new constitutional dispensation for the OAC. Serving the
best interests of the Church, therefore, makes it incumbent upon the Apostolate to convene a
CODESA type of forum where congregations and the regions can unite in.bringing about the kind of
constitutional reform thet is indispensable for the future well-being of the oAC.
The acid test for effective leadership as far as the administration of the OAC is concerned ought to
be a positive response by officers to the following question: "fram where you are positioned right
now, how da you see your area af responsibility and the AAC $n general) 70 - L5 years fram now and

what do you persondlly wont ta achieve for the OAC'? And, if a currently serving officer fails this
simple test, then he has no business trying to influence the administration of the Church. Failure
also implies that he is currently not serving the best interests of the OAC.

L1

For a church {members/congregations} of the stature of the OAC, in an enlightened 21't century,

to

continue to allow itself to be governed by a handful of salaried sfficers who are accountable to no

higher civil administrative authority in the church but themselves, is a situation that cannot be
condoned any longer. From an evolutionary perspective there might have been some justification
for the status quo, but after what had been intimated by the whistleblower (unsung heroine),
members/congregations ought to take back their church and put in place the necessary checks and
balances to safeguard their hard won assets and the well-being of their institution.
CRt Commission

The arrival of the CRL Commission, for obvious reasons, generally appears to be as welcome as a
rainstorm in hell in the country. However, there should bd no need to proffer the situation of the
OAC as a possible focus area for the Commission, but its existence ought to serve as a wake-up call

for the Church to get its house in order- lf there were not so much OAC money, privilege and
unbridled power involved for the benefit of a select few, mcvements such as The Forum and the
many 'significant others' might not in the least have been tempted to give a second thought to the
cause and operations of the CRL Commission.
The call by The Forum for administrative reform in the OAC emerged more than five years ago. ln
fact, the movement for change started much earlier in the 'good old' apartheid days when it was
possible for the OAC Head Office

to lean heavily on apartheid legislation and circumstance to shut

down, for example in 1933, attempts at vocal protest through a newspaper called 'Ringhals'- Post
1994, when similar protest voices re-emerged via popular local and some mainstream newspapers, it
was impossible for Head Office to stifle it. Simply because South Africa and the world have changed,
but apparently not the mentality and management style of the OAC leadership.
Knowledge empowers
Freedom of speech and association is a fundamental principle enshrined in the constitution of the
land, but the OAC leadership seems to cherish and exact a different point of view in the church.
The prime objective of this initiative by The Forum is to raise the level of awareness of issues among

members/congregations, thereby enabling them to enhance their organizational and verbpl skills.
Skills that would make it possible for thern to assert thernselves and that way 'take back their
church'.
As promised in an earlier paper, The Forum intends sharing

with interested readers the contents of
some of the formal documents related to the developments that are at issue in the administration of

the OAC - matters which seem to be deliberately kept away from public consumption by members
{and most officers} who constitute the pool from whieh the 'mighty' OAC draw its finances by way of
a declared tenth of the (expressly defined) gross earnings of contributbrs - implying, even before
SARS

Jesus

cut.

How grosslll Somehow,

it

to mind scenes of the biblical episode where
deemed it appropriate to chastise the traders inside the temple with a whip and overturned

takes its

brings

their tables. Question for everyone in the OAC: 'do you serve God, or do you serve Head Office'?
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Training
For the foreseeable future, training {formal or informal} of OAC officers should be a standing agenda'

item for the church leadership. However, it needs to go further - allied programmes should he
initiated (even sourced externally, if required) to empower congregations in their development of
domestjc support structures and instruments- The attainment of a healthy spread of pockets of
excellence across the OAC firmament, should be the guiding star for memters/congregatiols 'glorious things of thee are spoken; Zion, city of our God', is how the OAC should be perceived in this
day and age. And not forgetting OAC involvement in broader community development programmes.
What is desperately needed in the OAC of today are the necessary statutory structures/forums
where members/congregations can routinely engage mariagement in formal introspection and
dialogue regarding OAC church politics - governance, money, infrastructure, growth and
development. Corporate citizen OAC also has a social responsibility in South Africa and the worldWhat about the spiritual?
lronically, we have only talked about the administration until nsw. What about the spiritual side
that is so often being held captive and debased by the frivolity of much that transpires within the
temporal dimension in the OAC?
However, common sense seems to suggest that once the administration has been sorted out,
sornehow everything else neatly collapse into place.
END
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